
All starts with SC
 1. When you are scared suddenly you might shout out in this way?

 2. A place of education?

 3. An artistic person who makes statues out of clay or stone?

 4. A bright shade of red?

 5. You use these to cut paper for example?

 6. Ebenezer from A Christmas Carols surname is?

 7. Whisky is often referred to more commonly as this?

 8. A popular fried fish traditionally served in a basket with chips?

 9. You use this to put Ice Cream in a cone?

 10. This is a rugby term, for when the players all huddle together?

 11. You wear this in the Winter around your next to warm you up?

 12. If you have an itch you need to do what to it?

 13. Use these to weigh ingredients when baking?

 14. The skin that covers your head is called?

 15. If you burn yourself with steam it is called a?

 16. The number of points you win in a game totalled up is called?

 17. To look over something carefully?

 18. A roll of paper for writing on is called a?

 19. An event in society that can cause public outrage is called a?

 20. A short metal pin with a raised head, used to fix things together, usually to wood?



All starts with SC - Answer Sheet
 1. When you are scared suddenly you might shout out in this way? SCREAM
 
 2. A place of education? SCHOOL

 3. An artistic person who makes statues out of clay or stone? SCULPTOR

 4. A bright shade of red? SCARLET

 5. You use these to cut paper for example? SCISSORS

 6. Ebenezer from A Christmas Carols surname is? SCROOGE

 7. Whisky is often referred to more commonly as this? SCOTCH

 8. A popular fried fish traditionally served in a basket with chips? SCAMPI

 9. You use this to put Ice Cream in a cone? SCOOP

 10. This is a rugby term, for when the players all huddle together? SCRUM

 11. You wear this in the Winter around your next to warm you up? SCARF

 12. If you have an itch you need to do what to it? SCRATCH

 13. Use these to weigh ingredients when baking? SCALES

 14. The skin that covers your head is called? SCALP

 15. If you burn yourself with steam it is called a? SCALD

 16. The number of points you win in a game totalled up is called? SCORE

 17. To look over something carefully? SCAN

 18. A roll of paper for writing on is called a? SCROLL

 19. An event in society that can cause public outrage is called a? SCANDAL

 20. A short metal pin with a raised head, used to fix things together, usually to wood? SCREW


